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Streamlining HIV Testing for HIV Preexposure Prophylaxis

Juan V. Guanira,a Teri Leigler,b Esper Kallas,d Mauro Schechter,e Usha Sharma,f David Glidden,b Robert M. Grant,b,c for the iPrEx
Study Team

Investigaciones Médicas en Salud, Lima, Perua; University of California, San Francisco, California, USAb; Gladstone Institutes, San Francisco, California, USAc; University of
Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazild; Praca Onze, Rio de Janeiro, Brazile; NIH/NIAID, Bethesda, Maryland, USAf

HIV-testing algorithms for preexposure prophylaxis (PrEP) should be optimized to minimize the risk of drug resistance, the time off
PrEP required to evaluate false-positive screening results, and costs and to expedite the start of therapy for those confirmed to be in-
fected. HIV rapid tests (RTs) for anti-HIV antibodies provide results in less than 1 h and can be conducted by nonlicensed staff at the
point of care. In many regions, Western blot (WB) testing is required to confirm reactive RT results. WB testing, however, causes delays
in diagnosis and adds expense. The iPrEx study evaluated the safety and efficacy of daily oral emtricitabine-tenofovir disoproxil fuma-
rate among HIV-seronegative men and transgender women who have sex with men: HIV infection was assessed with two RTs plus WB
confirmation, followed by HIV-1 plasma viral load testing. During the iPrEx study, there were 51,260 HIV status evaluations among
2,499 volunteers using RTs: 142 (0.28%) had concordant positive results (100% were eventually confirmed) and 19 (0.04%) had discor-
dant results among 14 participants; 11 were eventually determined to be HIV infected. A streamlined approach using only one RT to
screen and a second RT to confirm (without WB) would have had nearly the same accuracy. Discrepant RT results are best evaluated
with nucleic acid testing, which would also increase sensitivity.

Preexposure prophylaxis (PrEP) with oral emtricitabine/teno-
fovir (FTC/TDF) is safe and effective for preventing the acqui-

sition of HIV infection in men and transgender women who have
sex with men and heterosexual men and women. HIV testing prior
to starting PrEP is required to avoid resistance that occurs if PrEP
is started after HIV infection is already established. Optimal test-
ing algorithms are needed to minimize the risk of drug resistance
that occurs if PrEP is started after systemic infection has already
occurred, the time off PrEP due to false-positive test results, and
the testing costs and burden on the PrEP user and health care
system.

Rapid tests (RTs) for HIV antibodies have several advantages.
These tests provide an initial diagnosis within an hour; however,
in many settings, regulatory authorities require that the results of
rapid tests be confirmed by either Western blotting (WB) or indi-
rect immunofluorescence assay (1, 2). These confirmatory tests
are performed at laboratories away from the point of care, which
delays diagnosis and so increases the time off PrEP (if the rapid
tests are falsely reactive) or delays HIV treatment (if the rapid tests
are truly reactive).

In 2009, the Association of Public Health Laboratories (APHL)
issued a status report on algorithms for HIV testing. In this report,
the APHL discussed the importance of point-of-contact (PoC)
RTs, and they proposed algorithms with one to three RTs to test
for HIV in areas of high and low prevalence (3). Another study
showed that by definitively diagnosing HIV at the PoC, health care
providers could more promptly link people with HIV to health
care resources (4), to shorten the window before they begin treat-
ment. We utilized specimens and test results from the iPrEX
study, a randomized placebo-controlled trial of daily oral FTC/
TDF PrEP that was conducted in Asia, Africa, South America, and
North America.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study population. The iPrEx study was performed at 11 sites in 6 countries
(Peru, Ecuador, Brazil, South Africa, Thailand, and the United States). The
study population consisted of 2,499 men who have sex with men (MSM) and

male-to-female transgender women (MFTW) who were at least 18 years old
and at risk for acquiring HIV. This cohort was followed with monthly visits
for an average of 1.7 years, as described previously (5).

The iPrEx study obtained ethical approval at each study site, within
each site’s respective country, and centrally from the Committee on Hu-
man Research (CHR) at the University of California, San Francisco
(UCSF). Written informed consent was obtained from all participants
prior to enrollment in the study.

HIV testing. Blood samples for HIV testing were obtained by either
finger stick or venipuncture, depending on procedures that were specific
for each visit. RTs and WB tests were performed at each study site. Spec-
imens for testing plasma for HIV RNA were frozen at �70°C and shipped
to a centralized laboratory. To ensure comparability across sites, the study
team implemented a unified program for laboratory quality, which in-
cluded a proficiency-testing program.

Rapid HIV antibody testing outside the United States was performed
with a combination of Determine HIV 1/2 (Alere, Livermore, CA, USA)
and SD Bioline HIV 1/2 3.0 (Standard Diagnostics, Inc., Gyeonggi-do,
Republic of Korea). Within the United States, rapid HIV antibody testing
was performed with a combination of Oraquick Advance rapid HIV 1/2
antibody test (OraSure Technologies, Inc., Bethlehem, PA, USA) and
Clearview HIV 1/2 Stat-Pak (Alere, Livermore, CA, USA). Within 15 days
of collecting samples, serology was confirmed by Western blotting (WB)
with either the New LAV Blot I (Genetic Systems, Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA)
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or Cambridge Biotech HIV-1 WB kit (Maxim Biomedical, Rockville,
MD), depending on the site. To determine the visit of first evidence of
infection, archived samples from preseroconversion visits underwent
PCR testing for HIV plasma RNA using the Abbott RealTime HIV-1 assay
(40 copies/ml limit of quantitation; Abbott Diagnostics, Des Plaines, IL)
or Amplicor HIV-1 Monitor test (50 copies/ml limit of quantitation;
Roche Applied Sciences, Pleasanton, CA).

iPrEx algorithm. The iPrEx algorithm for diagnosing HIV was con-
ducted by the approved protocol algorithm. Briefly, two simultaneous
rapid tests (RTs) from two different manufacturers were performed (step
1). If one or more RTs were reactive, a confirmatory WB was performed;
otherwise the result was considered negative (step 2). If the WB result was
negative, the participant was considered noninfected (step 3), and if pos-
itive, they were considered infected (step 4). If the WB result was indeter-
minate, a second sample was drawn to repeat the rapid testing and West-
ern blot testing (step 5). If discrepancies occurred, a third sample was
obtained to repeat the algorithm (step 6). If the discrepancies persisted,
HIV RNA testing was performed on 3 time points as a tie breaker, and all
test results were sent to an expert HIV acquisition adjudication committee
for a final decision regarding HIV status (step 7) (see the supplemental
material).

Theoretical algorithms. Seven theoretical testing algorithms were
developed for PoC RT as proposed by the APHL (3) and were assessed
for performance by analyzing receiver operating characteristics (ROC)
curves.

Data management and statistical methods. Information regarding
the results of HIV testing was collected on specific case report forms at
each site. These forms were faxed to a centralized data management cen-
ter, where the data passed through a quality control/quality assurance
(QC/QA) process before being locked for analyses. The QA/QC program
was implemented at each site under the supervision of the study team and

the Division of AIDS (DAIDS). Data regarding RTs, WB, plasma HIV
RNA, patient identification (PTID), date of visit, and date of seroconver-
sion were extracted from the main database and analyzed separately. Fol-
low-up visits from the randomized phase of the iPrEx trial from 2007
through November 2010 were selected for analysis. Two-by-two tables
and correlation measures evaluated RT performance compared to the
results for RNA testing as the gold standard.

RESULTS

Within the iPrEx study, we investigated the performance of two
different RTs within four different algorithms, with or without
WB confirmation. Two of these algorithms involved sequentially
testing for HIV with both RTs. During the period for follow-up in
the iPrEx study, we evaluated the HIV status of 2,499 participants
at 51,260 time points. Each participant had a median of 25 evalu-
ations during a mean of 21 months of follow-up (median of 20).
Of the participants, 147 (5.9%) were diagnosed with HIV; 10 were
seronegative at enrollment but were later found to be infected at
enrollment using RNA testing, 131 were infected and diagnosed
during the follow-up period, and 6 were infected and diagnosed at
posttreatment visits. All infections were eventually confirmed by
WB and HIV RNA detection, including laboratory evidence of
HIV infection at 2 or more visits.

Globally, the Determine/Bioline and OraQuick/StatPak tests
diagnosed 92.3% and 7.7% of the HIV infections, respectively.
There were no differences in performance between these pairs. Of
the results, 50,099 (99.68%) were concordant nonreactive, 142
(0.28%) were concordant reactive, and 19 (0.04%) were discor-
dant (r � 0.94) (Table 1). Among concordant reactive results, WB
results were negative for 4 (2.8%), positive for 107 (75.3%), and
indeterminate for 28 (19.7%); 3 were not tested by WB because
participants were either lost to follow up or refused phlebotomy.
All concordant reactive results were confirmed to be HIV infected
by HIV plasma RNA testing, performed according to algorithms
defined in the protocol.

The 19 RT discordant results came from 14 participants, of
whom 11 were eventually diagnosed with HIV by Western blot-
ting and RNA detection. Among the 11 who were HIV infected at
the visit when RT results were discordant, 7/11 (63.6%) had a
positive WB, 2/11 (18.2%) had a negative WB, and 2/4 (50%) had

TABLE 1 Agreement between rapid test results during the iPrEx study
follow-up period

Rapid test 2

No. of results with rapid
test 1 that werea:

TotalNegative Positive

No. of negative results 50,099 13 50,112
No. of positive results 6 142 148

Total 50,105 155 50,260
a There were 19 (0.04%) discordant results between RTs, giving a correlation between
RTs of r � 0.9374.

TABLE 2 Western blot results among concordant positive and
discordant RT results during the iPrEx study follow-up period

Agreement and
result

No. (%) of WB results that were:
Total no.
(%)Negative Undetermined Positive

Concordant positive
Noninfecteda 0 0 0 0
Infecteda 4 (2.9) 28 (20.1) 107 (77.0) 139 (100)
Subtotal 4 (2.9) 28 (20.1) 107 (77.0) 139 (100)b

Discordant
Noninfecteda 6 (75.0) 2 (25.0) 0 (0.0) 8 (100.0)
Infecteda 2 (18.2) 2 (18.2) 7 (63.6) 11 (100.0)
Subtotal 8 (42.1) 4 (21.1) 7 (36.8) 19 (100.0)

Total 12 (7.6) 32 (20.3) 114 (72.2) 158 (100.0)
a Infection was determined by HIV plasma RNA.
b Three samples with concordant positive RTs were not confirmed by WB.

FIG 1 Theoretical PoC algorithm for 2 parallel rapid tests without Western
blot (algorithm A), using the 50,260 time point evaluations from the iPrEx
study.
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an indeterminate WB (Table 2). Three HIV-uninfected persons
had discordant RT results at a total of 8 visits: WB was negative at
6 visits (75%), indeterminate at 2 visits (25%), and positive at no
visit.

Analysis of the performance of individual RTs revealed that

Determine produced 7 false-positive (FP) results in 3 participants
and Oraquick produced 1 FP result, while Bioline and Stat-Pak did
not produce FP results. We also performed retrospective analysis
of preseroconversion specimens, which yielded 26 samples where
both RTs had produced negative results (on whole blood) but

FIG 2 Theoretical PoC algorithms for 2 parallel or sequential rapid tests with
Western blot confirmation, using the 50,260 time point evaluations from the
iPrEx study. *, three WBs were not done; $, indeterminate WBs are considered
a positive result for the algorithm.

FIG 3 Theoretical PoC algorithms for 2 parallel or sequential rapid tests with
HIV-1 viral load (VL) confirmation, using the 50,260 time point evaluations
from the iPrEx study.
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plasma HIV RNA was detected. Of these, 10 were already infected
at study enrollment (5). All false-negative (FN) results were found
with Determine/Bioline, and none were found with Oraquick/
Stat-Pak.

The predicted performances of the alternative algorithms were
considered. Algorithm A (simultaneous RT, no WB) misclassified
20.7% (37/179) of infected samples and 0.00% (0/50,081) of non-
infected samples (Fig. 1). In algorithm B, where WB was added to
test all samples with at least one reactive RT, 17.9% (32/179) of the
HIV infections were missed and 0.004% (2/50,081) of time points
at which the subject was HIV uninfected were misdiagnosed (Fig.
2). Algorithm C, where WB is used only at time points with dis-
cordant RT results, improves sensitivity slightly, to 15.6% (28/
179), because 4 people with concordant reactive RTs had negative
WB results and would not have had WB testing in this algorithm.
When the sequential algorithms were used, algorithm D misclas-
sified 0/50,081 of noninfected samples and 31/179 of infected
samples. Algorithms B, C, and D were further evaluated using viral
load instead of WB to confirm reactive RT. Algorithm B= correctly
classified 2 FP and 2 FN cases missed by algorithm B, and algo-
rithm C= correctly classified one additional FP missed by algo-
rithm C (Fig. 3). Algorithm D= correctly classified one FP and 2 FN
cases. Changes in sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value,
negative predictive value, and ROC area results were not significantly
different from the results for the initial algorithms (Table 3).

DISCUSSION

Two concordant positive RTs had 100% specificity. Adding a WB
to confirm concordant RTs did not improve specificity. Indeed,
the WB was falsely negative in 2.9% and indeterminate in 28% of
time points, requiring additional testing that eventually con-
firmed infection in all cases. These data are consistent with other
reports. Haukoos and colleagues found that, among an emergency
room population, a sequential algorithm initially yielded five pos-
itive results: four concordant positive that were confirmed by WB
and one discordant result that was identified as a false positive by
WB (6). In another sequential algorithm at the New Jersey Depart-
ment of Public Health, all concordant-positive results (355 sam-
ples) were confirmed by WB, and all discordant results (8 sam-
ples) were identified as FP by WB (7). Furthermore, a two-test
algorithm conducted by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
distinguished almost all true-positive from false-positive results
(8). These findings imply that two-test algorithms can correctly
diagnose HIV, likely without confirmatory WBs, which are expen-
sive and cumbersome to perform.

The sensitivity of antibody testing is limited, especially in PrEP
programs in which testing is so frequent that many infections are

in the acute or recent stage. The majority of falsely nonreactive
samples were RNA positive and nonreactive by both rapid tests.
Concomitant RT testing, compared with sequential testing, in-
creases sensitivity only slightly. Substantial improvements in sen-
sitivity would require the use of tests for HIV antigens or nucleic
acids. Testing for HIV-1 antigens after appropriate steps to disas-
sociate immune complexes could increase the detection of infec-
tions present for more than 7 days, which is 9 to 15 days before the
third-generation antibody tests become reactive (9). Unfortu-
nately, fourth-generation tests (which detect antigen and anti-
body) in a rapid test format for PoC testing do not include steps
for disassociation of immune complexes and are not as specific as
their third-generation counterparts (10). The Architect HIV
Ag/Ab combo assay is more sensitive than rapid antibody tests,
but such assays must be processed in a laboratory rather than at
PoC locations (11–13).

Western blot testing had utility for evaluating discordant RT
results, which were comparably likely to be due to falsely nonre-
active or falsely reactive results in one of the two assays. Such
discrepant RT results were rare, occurring only in 19 specimens
(0.04%). However, initial WB testing was truly positive in 37%,
truly negative in 32%, falsely negative in 10%, and indeterminate
in 21% of specimens, indicating that additional testing is required
for 63% of specimens if Western blots are used as a confirmatory
test. RNA testing would have produced a definitive result in all
such cases and is a more cost-effective and timely tie breaker. All
seroconverters in the PrEP and placebo arms had detectable RNA,
as expected given the negligible concentrations of drug detected
among active arm seroconverters (14). An indeterminate Western
blot was usually but not always indicative of recent infection and
warrants further evaluation at additional time points or with RNA
testing.

The iPrEx trial protocol required that 2 rapid antibody tests be
performed at all time points, to minimize the risk of a false-nega-
tive result. We found that performing two RTs simultaneously,
rather than performing the second test only if the first is reactive,
increased diagnostic yield negligibly. The gains in sensitivity of
simultaneous testing may not warrant the additional costs in clin-
ical practice, given that the number of tests used would be nearly
double. These funds could then be better applied to efforts for
HIV prevention and treatment rather than diagnosis.

In recent years, the cascade leading to HIV treatment has been
broken into increments that classify and determine the propor-
tion of people at different stages in the cascade, from initial infec-
tion to achieving undetectable levels of HIV. For example, Gard-
ner and colleagues (15) proposed a cascade that evaluates the
levels by which HIV-infected people engage in their care. In this

TABLE 3 Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and ROC area for each of the seven theoretical algorithmsa

Parameter

Value [% or mean (95% binomial CI)] for algorithm:

A B C D B= C= D=
Sensitivity 85.47 81.82 84.36 82.68 85.47 85.47 82.68
Specificity 99.98 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
PPV 95.03 98.69 98.69 99.33 100.00 100.00 100.00
NPV 99.95 99.94 99.94 99.94 99.95 99.94 99.94
ROC area 0.93 (0.93–0.93) 0.91 (0.91–0.91) 0.92 (0.92–0.92) 0.91 (0.91–0.92) 0.93 (0.93–0.93) 0.93 (0.93–0.93) 0.91 (0.91–0.92)
a Values are in comparison to the results for the gold standard of HIV-1 viral load. PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value; ROC, receiver operating
characteristics.
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study, they estimated that 25% of people diagnosed with HIV were
not linked to care in the United States, which increases the risk of
their HIV infection progressing to AIDS or being transmitted to
uninfected partners. Replacing WB confirmation with viral load
testing could shorten the time to linkage to care and treatment by
2 weeks or more. A considerable number of people do not return
to check the confirmatory report (4, 16, 17).

PrEP programs are most valuable in populations with a high
incidence of HIV infection (18, 19). To evaluate these popula-
tions, we need to correctly diagnose HIV at PoC locations with
testing algorithms that can be performed rapidly and effectively
(20, 21), without expensive equipment or specialized laboratory
technicians. Guidelines for PrEP (22) propose that people un-
dergo HIV testing every 3 months while taking antiretrovirals.
Based on our findings, we recommend that health care providers
adopt a sequential approach for diagnosing HIV by first screening
people with one RT and then confirming a positive diagnosis with
a second RT. If the two RT results are discordant, the diagnosis is
best confirmed by nucleic acid testing, with use of WB reserved for
situations when the nucleic acid testing is negative. With this al-
gorithm, we can avoid delays in diagnosis and treatment and re-
duce the incidence of HIV transmission.
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